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Dear Professor Stephen King, Ms Jo Watson and Mr Bill Scott 

 

Thank you for giving the pharmacy community a chance to express their opinions on the current challenges we 

face. The current location rules and regulations dictating  pharmacies have inadvertently set up an 

anticompetitive environment which to a significant degree don't serve the expectations of the Australian 

public in the best interests. An expectation like the rest of society that market forces should be allowed to 

naturally play, were regulation exists only to avoid a collapse of the industry and obviously to keep unethical 

operators in line as we a critical first line point of contact with patients health. 

 

I support the submission made by the Chemistwarehouse group. I truly believe with clinical and operational 

experience under my belt, the propositions made by the Chemistwarehouse group work to serve the best 

interests of the Australian public.  

 

An important point to make, its absurd to have to refute the notion portrayed by other players in the industry 

that the CWH group provide inferior services and health advise to patients. Consider if the CWH group did in 

fact provide services and health advise inferior to the standards mandated by the Pharmacy Board of Australia 

and respective health professional bodies, then we would see a greater number of complaints made by the 

Australian public to the health authorities on their CWH experience. Contrary, as pointed out by the CWH 

submission, our excellent customer service record is testified by independent surveys time and again. No such 

evidence exists except the scaremongering by other vested interests who would wish current regulations 

surrounding location rules remain the same. This wish is so they can maintain a monopoly so as to not allow 

genuine competition on essential medications that the public deserve at affordable prices. As mentioned in 

the submission made by the CWH group, our success has been a result of hard dedicated pharmacists working 

to ensure patients are dealt with with their bests interests at all times.  

 

I ask the review to see through the tug of war regarding relaxing the location rules so that  other Pharmacists 

owning pharmacies and Pharmacists paying a determined fee can operate a PBS approved pharmacy were 

they see viable. There are many aspiring pharmacists wanting to set up pharmacy services in Australian 

suburbs and regional areas but are currently restricted by the locations rules that exists. Take Menai NSW as 

an example, there are only 2 pharmacies in the town centre which are both owned by the same proprietor 

trading under two different banner groups. The closest town centre is Sutherland which is at best 15 minutes 

drive without traffic according to goggle maps. Is the public expected to drive 15 minutes away from their 

town-centre if they wanted to purchase their medications from outside the monopoly they have choice of? 

Many unfortunate situations exist like this in metro and regional suburbs. There are just too many to list. 
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